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ABSTRACT: - Current awareness services aim to keep up to date 

with literature in your field. Public libraries have used display board’s 

and shelves to draw attention to recent additions and many library 

produce complete or selective lists for circulation to patron. Once you 

have registered and setup your current awareness profile you will then 

receive regular email notification on new book titles (table of contents 

from academic Journals/Web sites in your research area.  
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INTRODUCTION- 

Current awareness services are used to 

date with the latest professional literature in your 

field of interest there are a few different types of 

current awareness services available and different 

information providers may refer to their different 

name. Tradition methods include routing print 

journals distributing. Photocopied Journal tables 
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of contents and simply browsing professional 

publication. Newer methods include conduction 

saved searches in preferred databases and creating 

email table of contents alerts. Each of these 

methods has disadvantages. Routed print material 

moves slowly. Distributing is labor intensive and 

browsing material requires extra time and active 

participation. Saved searches involve expert users 

and continual search amendment. Citation alert 

services enable you have time the article has been 

cited. While not a new technology and feed have 

been commonly available for new and blogs for 

many years, Journal content providers were slow 

to follow suit. Moreover the benefit of journal 

content in the dispersed digital environment is 

limits.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The International Encyclopedia of 

information and library science defines 

awareness service as one notifying current 

documents to users of libraries and information 

services. The library open link re solver software, 

which has an internal taxonomy for electronic 

journals. Although the taxonomy is not 

particularly refined the group deemed it adequate 

for the task. The service may be concisely defined 

as any online or print resource that provides 

regular updates to users on current literature in a 

research field of interest. The group exported the 

categories for the library active secretions, 

matched them against the library electronic 

journals database; the emphasis is on currency. 

Librarians need to help patrons find the services 

the best meet their needs. The information 

overload is still a major concern. The findings 

show that informal and traditional methods were 

used to provide CA services to their users. 

 

RESULTS 

Access is provided to the individual feed 

and tables of contents from current issues listed in 

order and by discipline. The establishment of a 

system for reviewing scanning publication 

immediately upon receipt selecting information 

pertinent to the needs of organization served and 

individual items of interest to be brought to the 

attention of those persons to whose work they are 

related. The reliable interaction with full text 

retrieval, both in the context of library own port 

and with external readers, has been realized. 

While links to full text from the table of contents 

of licensed resources are peroxide, access to the 

tables of contents themselves is not restricted. 

Including those off campus because vendor-

supplied feeds typically did not allow users 

outside of the campus interned protocol as the 

freely available yahoo pipes provides a simple 

means to automatically convert link in vendor 

supplied feeds to proxied link. The user and the 

communicator devise. The system or device is 

called current Awareness service. This project has 

been farmed in term of a particular technology the 

group’s goal was to revive a traditional library 

service with improved efficiency to save users and 

staff Time. The item being processed are feeds, 
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but in the past the same process has occurred with 

books print serials and audiovisual materials. 

 

DISCUSSION 

This project was conceived as a creative 

application of tools and resources to develop a 

flexible current awareness service of value to a 

wide range of potential users. The RSS web pages 

are among the top 3% visited on a site of more 

than 300 pages project data have been shared with 

and reused by other libraries of all sizes from one 

that serves a major academic center to another to 

that is a small private hospital library managed by 

a solo librarian the special libraries and university 

libraries in Sri Lanka the find ignited show that 

informal and traditional methods were used to 

provide CAS service to their users sing conducted 

a Comparative study of reader services provided 

by liberates of India and found that CAS services 

existed in all the libraries the group members have 

been solicited by libraries for educational sessions 

as well as informal advices on developing similar 

project of their own consequently group members 

have made presentations to hundreds of health 

sciences librarians of health science librarians at 

conferences and web to share the ideas and 

processes used in this project as well as to 

encourage librarians to use the collected Bundled 

and categorized feeds for services to their own 

user groups.  
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